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ABSTRACT

2. DEVELOPMENT OF AUDIO APPLICATIONS

Audio technology is rapidly expanding to various directions. In
addilion to recording, transmission, storage, and reproduction of
sounds it supports practically unlimitcd modification and generation of sounds and their properties. It is possible to crealc evcr
more iminersive virtual soundecapcs. Audio-related information
is also considered not only as signals or data anymore: sound can
be analyzed more and more decply, approaching its content. The
focus of this article is to discuss a framework in which modern
audio signal and information processing could bc placed to sec
more clearly the explored and unexplored realms of rcacarch. This
is thc author's personal framework that has helped in shaping rcsearch in the Laboratory of Acoustics and Audio Signal Processing
at the Helsinki University of Technology, and hopefully some of
the ideas and visions could be useful also to others working in the
field.

1. THE FRAMEWORK

The rapidly developing tcchnologics in multimedia, mobile communications, and Internet access, utilizing digital audio, open possibilities to entirely new kinds of applications. There are tendencies or both integration of the existing techniques and diversification along with new directions. In this changing world of audio it
is necessary to search for views and perspectives -kind of orientation roadmaps -to be ablc to navigate to the future.
Figure I shows a diagram that the author has used as a framcwork for orientation in audio and virtual acoustics research. The
framework has both a vertical and a horizontal organization which
provide means to model a variety of applications in sound acquisition, storage, transmission, reproduction, analysis, and synthesis.
Thc horizontal (left to right) dimension corresponds to traditional audio tcchniyucs of sound signal acquisition by microphones, direct 01 coded transmission and storage, and playback
through loudspeakers or headphones. The vertical dimension is
related to levels of abstraction of sound between surface presentation and content-based representation. Relations between vertical
representation levels are based on analysis and synthesisprocesses.
These two dimensions complement each other. In traditional
audio the horizontal dimension has been utilized routinely while
content has been consideredby humans only. Along with more advanced information technology the processing of contcnt of sound
is bccoming a part of systems and applications.
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The development of sound-related technology started with the abilily to control physical sound environmcnts (such as rooms, auditoria, concert halls) and sound generation devices (such as musical
instruments). The cmergencc of audio (and speech) technology
was based on electroacoustic and electronic inventions to transduce, transmit, and Store, and play back sound signals. In this
reproduction problem the objective is to rcproduce sounds in such
a way that the listcner can have an experience similar enough to
the original sound evcnt and environment. For information transfer purposes many features of original sound can he omittcd or
degraded as far as thc important properties, such a intelligibility
of spcech, are preserved. In music, howcver, the general goal is to
reproduce all aspects that improve sound quality and contribute to
an enjoyable or influential experience. In the framework of Fig. 1
this mcans transmission of channel Ai, i AOutwith good fidelity. Transducers (microphones, loudspeakers), ampliliers, and
recording devices play a major role herc.
Electronic cngineering thcn provided mcans for generating signals that never existed in acoustic reality. First in simple synthetic signals, electronic music gradually enabled creating morc
and more rich sound compositions. This synthesis path
--f
SByntll
was first controlled by manual control devices, In parallel to this, sound signals were decomposed into their constituents by devices such as the channel vocoder, whereby a signal
may bc transmitted or storcd in parametric form, i.e., analysis by
SI"--t Pi3lcascaded with synthesis by
+ Slynth. The
important finding hcre was that by selecting a proper set of signal parameters the formal quantity of information may be reduced
considerably without degrading thc perceived quality too much.
As a complement to synthesis, the development of signal analysis
tools for Sin --t E,, such as spectrum and spectrogram analysis,
greatly contributed to the understanding of acoustics, speech, and
audio.
The next big step started along with digital signalprocessing
(DSP) when applicd to audio and speech. Improved accuracy and
perfect storage were first utilized in Compact Disc and studiollaboratory systcms. DSP provided means to control the details of audio signals and together with general purpose computers DSP improved the generation of synthctic sounds in computer music [I].
Now it was possible to realize sound synthesis from represcntations of musical structure and content, i.e., path C + P --t S.
The same happened with speech where synthetic speech based on
modeling of thc human speech production was successful.
In thc reccnt years spatiul audio or spatial sound reproduction, often called 3-D audio, auralization, etc., has been an acl-
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Figure 1: A framework for audio research and development.
ive and successful area of R&D. It is related to tile signal path
S,,,t~l-iSo,,, i floutin Fig. 1. Already early in audio technology two-channel stereo and multichannel experiments were carried out to improve the spatial quality of reproduced sound. The
objective of current spatial audio is to render sound fields that
provide immersion [2] inLo a virtual sound environment [3], being as realistic or expressive as possible.
An area of audio research and development which is still very
young or just emerging is structural and content-based analysis.
Model-based parametric representation of sound is already on its
way, especially for synthesis and structured audio 141. Here we
can speak also about object-based representations of audio signals
where the analysis path is Si,, i E , i 0 and synthesis path
0 -+ Po,,-t SaysLh,
seeFig. 1. Advancedlow-levcl audio analysis has been bascd for example on auditory modeling in the form
olpsychoacousricmodels which are used extensively in perceptual
audio coding [SI and also in objective sound quality measurements
[6, 71. Real content analysis S;,-+ (R,) i G ,however, is just
beginning. The challenge is taken recently in CASA, computational auditory scene analysis [8,9, 101. where the higher-level
human auditory functions are the target of simulation.

2.1. Future directions
It is obvious from the discussion above that the main unexplored
territory in the diagram ofFig. 1 is advancedaudio analysis. This
needs both powerful and efficient signal analysis techniques for
parameter and feature analysis and simulation of the human auditory functions. Auditory modeling and CASA may have a special

role since the relevance of a signal representation is typically based
on how we perceive this information.
Interesting and extremely challenging tasks of advanced audio
analysis are, e.g., content unalysis, automatic music transcription,
and content-baserlcoding.All such tasks vary widely in task difficulty. For example automatic transcription of a musical instrument
played in isolation, non-polyphonic. without background noise.
may be an easy case, while real polyphonic orchestral sounds can
he impossible to decompose into an analytic representation. even
by the best human analytic listener.
Audio content analysis is found important in future multimedia since it may help, e.g., to navigate in the huge resources of audio data, using the Internet (MPEG-7). AuLomatic music transcription is a task that can be compared with specch recognition: we
may make computers “understand“ musical structures. When this
becomes possible, there is a short way to audio “coding” by content and conceptual structures. A music recording could he automatically represented for example by common notation whereby
notes as objects may include parameters such as the instrument
and its playing features, acoustical environment, rule-based reldlions between such objects, and other related information. Synthesis and decoding techniques for playback largely exist already.
Such object-basedrepresentation of audio signals makes them very
flexible for almost unlimited modifications and reconstructions.
Combined with advanced modeling and rendering of virtual
acoustic environments, content-besedprocessing will lead to kindof deep immersion where the perceptual scene is very realistic and
we can explore it by concept and content.
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Figure 2: Research activiry map ofthe HUT kborato?y of Acoustics and Audio Signal Processing.

3. CONCEPTUALDISCUSSION

4. WHERE DO WE FOCUS ON AT HUT

In order LO clariry some basic audio concepts, as used by the author
in this article, the following list is compiled

Thc Laboratory of Acoustics and Audio Signal Processing at the
Helsinki University of Technology is a research and education unit
that is active in acoustics, audio, speech, and related signal processing. Combining these four fields in an integratcd way in a
mcdium-sized academic unit is found challenging but it is also a
special strength.
The framework or Fig. 1 has been used as one of our planning tools for research projects and gcneral orientation. Figure 2
illustrates the activity map of current research topics.
Acouslics: Fundamentals of physical acoustics is considered
important without which understanding audio and speech is difficult. A topic of increasing importance is engineenn~psychoacoustics [ I l l since practically in all sound and voice related applications the perccption of sound or the effect of sound on a listener is
essential.
Audio: Topics rclated to modem audio technology are the
most active present areas of research, including 3-0 audio and spatial sound reproduction, both loudspeaker-based and hcadphoncbased [l2, 131 techniques. Model-based sound synthesis (physical modeling) is another topic of success 1.14, 151 in the 1990s.
When the modeling of musical instruments, room acoustics, and
the sound as received by a listener are integrated together, in such
a way as is done in the DIVA project [16], these components make
complete virtual acoustic environmcnts (also supported with visual
rcndering). This can be done with moderate realism in real time
and with more fidelity when extra computer time is allocatcd.
One important area of research is auditory modeling, both
monaural [I71 and binaural [18, 191, and its applications. A new

Immersion: to render soundscape presentations in such a way
that the listener has an impression of being entirely within a realistic sound environment. A typical meaning of this concept could
bc called surface immersion where only sensory perception aspects
are created by the technical system. The term deep immersion
could be used to refer tu such a virtual environment where the system is able tu do advaced interactive content-based processing of
virtual soundscapes.
Structure, (structural representation): audio signals and environments arc represented by decomposing them into object-like
cntities and their parameters. The Structure may represent the
physical sound source or the pcrceptual structure of the source.
Conlenl, (conrent-basedpmcesring): refers to concepts that
are natural to thc thinking and languagc of subjects. Notice that
thc difference between content and structurc is vague (as it is also
between structure and simple paramctric representation of a signal).
Virtual acouslics is used here as a general tcrm to cover acoustic aspects of virtual reality. Virtual acoustics may consist of virtual sound sources, virtual acoustic environments, and virtual sound
receivers (e.g., listeners). In some cases the goal is not to create
virtual acoustics entirely independent of thc current physical environment but just to modify existing acoustics. This may be the
casc for example when improving a concert hall by electroacoustic
means. We may call this active acoustics or artificial acoustics.
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topic in audio research is structulal and content-based analysis and
representation of audio signals [ZO].
Speech: Some speech processing topics, such as speech analysis and synthesis, have a resemblance to their counterparts in
audio, For example, long tradition in speech synthcsis studies
[21,22] has helpcdin model-based sound synthesis of musical instruments. The focus of speech studies has recently been on developing speech databases and database systems. A similar challenge
may be mct in audio when advanced structural and content-based
audio processing will be dcveluped.
Signal processing: Most modern audio and speech applications require good knowledgc and skills in digital signal processing. Signal processing is more likc a tool for implementation or research than an independent topic of research in the HUT
Acoustics Laboralory. However, some topics such as fractional
delay fillers [231 and frequency warped signal processing [241 have
started a life of their own.

[9] D. Ellis, Prediction-driven Computational Auditmy Scene
Anu1ysi.s. PhD Thesis, MIT, June 1996.
[IO] Special Issue on Auditory Scene Analysis, Speech Communication 27, April 1999.

[ I I] M. Karjalainen, “An Ovcrview of Tcchnically Oriented
Psychoacoustics in Finland:’ in Proc. of Symposium Psychoacoustics in Indudry and Universities,Eindhovcn, January, 1997.
1121 J . Wuopanicmi,N. Zacharov. andM. Karjalainen, “Objectivc
and Subjective Evaluation of Head-Related Transfer Function Filler Design,” J. Audio Eng. Soc., vol. 47, no. 4. 1999.

[13) V. Pulkki, ”Virtual Sourcc Positioning Using Vector Base
Amplitudc Panning,”J. Audio Ens. Soc., Vol. 45, No 6, 1997.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A framework for audio research has hcen presented in this paper
that is used by the author as an orientation loo1 for projcct planning. The framework in Fig. I dcpicts different functionalities
that horizontally are related to acquisition, transmission and storage, and rcndering of acoustic fields. A current trend here is to
develop immersive systems where perceptual reality or exprcssion
is emphasized. The vertical dimension in the diagram is related
to contenr: analysis and syiithesis between surface presentation of
signals and deep representation of inherent stiucture or content of
audio.
Based on the audio rcsearch framework and concept analysis,
an activity map of acoustics, audio, speech, and DSP in the Laboratory of Acoustics and Audio Signal Processing at the Helsinki
University of Technology is presented.
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